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"Cigarettes are like television,
cigars are like the movies and
pipes are like reading a book.
They require knowledge."

- Rick Newcombe
In Search of Pipe Dreams



Course Information

Description

Our popular imagination of the nineteenth century is filled with
depictions of tobacco usage. Even Laura Ingalls Wilder’s virtuous Pa
would ride into town for some tobacco. In this course, we will explore
19th and 20th century depictions of smoking in art, commentary, and
popular writings. Our guiding question will be, “What cultural work does
this depiction of smoking perform?” Smoking culture will be analyzed as
a multifaceted phenomenon that provides examples of ideological
communication, colonialism, intersectionality, and economic and
material production. In this class, you will also add your own voice to
the conversation through researching in digital archives and sharing
your insights for a public audience.

Your Instructor
Name: Christopher Adamson, PhD
Email Address: chris.adamson@usd.edu
Office Location: UCE 107C or Zoom
Office Phone: 605-658-6182
Office Hours: By appointment or times on the Office Hours Calendar

Course: Honors Seminar
Prefix & Number: UHON 390 UT1
Modality: Asynchronous Online
Term: Summer 2022
Credits: 3
Prequisites: None

A highly focused and topical course. The format includes student
presentations and discussions of reports based on literature, practices,
problems, and research. Seminars may be conducted over electronic media,
such as internet, and are at the upper division or graduate levels.
Enrollment is generally limited to 20 or fewer students.
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Learning Outcomes

Critical Thinking and Problem Solving

Effective Communication

Research Skills

By the end of this course, learners will be able to...

Apply different interpretive strategies to examine the
cultural work accomplished by literary depictions of
smoking
Summarize, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate the ideas of
others while engaging in scholarly inquiry
Appreciate the diversity of ideology among the smoking
and anti-smoking communities across time periods

Compose texts in multiple genres, using multiple modes
with attention to audience needs.
Present research effectively according to specified
academic audience in a recorded conference paper.
Craft a public scholarship project that distills the salient
aspects of their research according to the needs of a
general audience

Design a manageable research plan when working with an
extensive digital archive
Propose, develop, and execute a research project on
smoking literature that culminates in a conference paper
and public-facing exhibit
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Course Requirements
Texts

Collaborative Organization for Virtual Education: COVE is a
"scholar-driven open-access platform" that provides access to
digital editions and digital scholarship tools. Throughout the
course, you will use COVE to access and annotate our class
anthology and will have the option at the end to build a digital
exhibit with COVE.
Readux: This open source, online platform will give us access to
Emory University's digital archives. We will specifically focus on the
yellowback (cheap and popular Victorian novels) and the Methodist
(full of delightful anti-smoking tracts) collections. With Readux, you
will be able to search and annotate the digital archive.
Voyant and Spyral: Voyant Tools offers an online text analysis
platform where you can upload a document and explore the
possibilities of computer-assisted analysis. You can then document
and visualize that analysis with Spyral Notebooks.

There is no required textbook for this course. All materials will be
distributed via D2L or will be available from various Internet resources.

The following sites will be important platforms for engaging in research
throughout the term:

Technology Requirements
The University of South Dakota has established minimum technology
requirements for participation in online courses. These are outlined
under the “Technology Support and Requirements” section in the
Online Student Handbook in the Getting Started section on the
course homepage.
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Assignments and Projects
COVE Annotations

Discussion Forums

Digital Storytelling Exhibit

Details for readings and assignments will be provided in D2L.

Three times during the class, you will write one substantive annotation
on a text in our Digital Anthology hosted on COVE. Each annotation
assignment will be for a specific reading for the week and will have a
detailed prompt. 

Working with the same research as your conference paper, you will 
engage in public scholarship by distilling it down to the most important 
points and creating a public-facing exhibit.

Active participation through asynchronous discussions is an essential
method for creating class community and engaging with the content.
Each week will have a discussion prompt related to concepts we are
studying or to prepare for upcoming assignments. Please post your
initial post by Wednesday and respond to one classmate by Sunday.

Textual Analysis Project

Conference Paper Project

Selecting a single text or looking across texts that you discover in the 
digital archive on Readux, you will use Voyant to engage in distant 
reading and play with the texts in ways we couldn't with close reading 
alone.

As a college writer, you are now a knowledge producer. That means
you have a voice in the academic world and that your insights are
important. It also means that you have the responsibility to share your
research with others. One of the ways that academics share their
research with each other is through presenting papers at a conference.
As one of the major projects, you will propose, draft, and present an 8-
page conference paper.
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Instructional Methods

Growing as Researchers

This course is facilitated entirely online using D2L, which can be
accessed directly at https://d2l.sdbor.edu. All readings, lectures,
assignments, research archives, and discussion opportunities will be
posted in the "Content" section of the course.

I want to celebrate your progress as an emerging researcher in this
class. In the short time we have (6 weeks!), you will experience different
forms of research from close and distant readings to searching
through a digital archive. Since research is a communal task, though it
may seem solitary in certain disciplines, you will move back and forth
between individual work and research sharing through the discussion
forums and the final digital exhibit project. The main takeaway from the
activities in this course is that communication of insights and
knowledge is at the heart of the role of the researcher.

Feedback
This will be a feedback intensive course. Assignments will be engaged
to support your development as a researcher. I will have feedback
released in D2L for you no later than a week after submission. 

Grades

Since we are focusing on research, I am limiting a barrier that often
gets in the way of taking risks, finding your own voice as a researcher,
and taking ownership of your research: grades. When you complete a
larger research project such as a senior capstone, thesis, or
dissertation, the grade progressively fades away because it doesn't
really matter to the process of research. This course will follow a
modified form of ungrading in which completion assignments build to
larger portfolio assignments that you provide the grade for through a
reflection.
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(Un)Grading Details
Research Process Assignments

Ungrading Portfolio Assignments

Discussion Boards
Annotation Assignments
The Conference Paper Proposal
The Abstract and Annotated Bibliography

Many assignments in the course are designed for you to experience
and practice the process of research from developing a research
question, through working in a digital archive, to composing and
delivering a conference paper and outreach project. The assignments
that are part of the process of research will be graded by completion.
Engage the assignments and include all components, and you will
receive full credit.

The Research Process Assignments include:

Textual Analysis Project
Conference Paper and Recording
Digital Storytelling Exhibit

The process assignments culminate in project deliverables that 
present research according to the needs of specific audiences. For
each portfolio assignment, you will submit a completed rubric with a
100-word reflection that supports the grade you propose you have
earned.

The Ungrading Portfolio Assignments include:

As part of this process, I will reserve the right to change grades as
appropriate, but I strongly doubt that I will since you will spend so
much time thinking about your learning in your reflections.
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(Un)Grading Details
Assessment Values and Standards

  A 90-100%   
  B  80-89%  
  C  70-79%  
  D  60-69%  
  F  Below 60%  

The following letter grades will be used in the following manner:

Grading Scale

Annotations (3 at 5 points each)
Completion and clarity of annotation

Discussions (7 at 5 points each)
Completion, engagement, and courtesy

Textual Analysis Project
Use of digital archive and quality of analysis

Conference Paper Proposal
Completion

Abstract and Annotated Bibliography
Completion

Conference Paper and Recording
Quality of research, organization, main claim, and clarity

Digital Storytelling Exhibit
Quality of re-vising (seeing again) research for a different
audience

Completion and Ungrading Assignments total at 200 points

..............................................................15

..............................................................35

.............................................................................25

......................................................................20

....................................................25

...........................................................50

.........................................................................30
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(Un)Grading Details
Why Are There Points?

How Do I Succeed in This Course?

Neither grades nor the kind of evaluations that accompany them 
accurately reflect the reality of research. Research is a pass/fail 
process wherein every failure is an essential learning experience. 
Institutions of higher education require that your work is evaluated 
in a way that produces a letter grade.

Why are there points if this is an ungrading class? Because this class,
like research, has the task of synthesizing two competing claims:

To reconcile the opposition between these two necessary aspects of an
honors course, I will provide a letter grade to the registrar at the end of
the course, but this grade will be generated by your own completion of
the assignments and reflection on your own progress.

Complete every completion assignment (they are designed to help
you develop your later projects)
Engage the readings through annotation and discussions
Craft a research question you care about and consider valuable
Treat your reflections as an essential part of the process
Talk to me through email or synchronous office hours (I'm here to
support you as researchers!)

With how this focus on feedback and support over evaluation may be
new for you, you are probably wondering how to succeed in this
course. Here are my suggestions:
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Weekly Workflow
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Days 1-3 Monday-Wednesday

Day 3 Wednesday

Online courses are asynchronous and you may complete activities and 
assessments on your own schedule during a given week. Though late work 
can be discussed, please stick to the weekly assignment due dates so that 
you do not become over-burdened as this 6-week intensive course 
progresses. The following schedule is recommended to keep pace with the 
course.

Day 7 Sunday

Read and watch weekly content
Complete annotation activity

Post initial response to discussion
board

Respond to classmates on 
discussion board
Submit weekly assignment



Course Schedule
Week 1 - Gestures

Read and Watch

Annotation

Assignment

Poetry Selections from Rudyard Kipling and John Clare
Pearson's Weekly Pipe Contest
Country Squire Radio

Discussion
"Smoking As a Fine Art" by A. A. Milne

Imagined Smoking Communities
Response Post

Introductions

Read and Watch

Annotation

Assignment

"The Mark of the Beast" by Rudyard Kipling
"After Dinner" by Lisa Pegram

Week 2 - Hermeneutics of Suspicion

Discussion
"A Counterblaste to Tobacco" by King James VI and I

Distant Reading Corpus
Response Post

Textual Analysis Project
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Course Schedule
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Read and Watch

Annotation

Assignment

"On American Morals" by G. K. Chesterton
Selections from Daniel Deronda by George Eliot

Week 3 - Reparative Readings

Discussion
The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde

Research Question
Response Post

Conference Paper Proposal

Read and Watch

Assignment

"Midnight Pipe" by Samuel Hazo
"Smoke Rings from My Pipe" by Malcom Guite
Selection from Mark Twain's autobiography 
Selection from Sacred Pipe by Nicholas Black Elk

Week 4 - Connatural Union

Discussion
Conference Paper Title
Response Post

Abstract and Annotated Bibliograpy



Course Schedule

Read and Watch

Assignments

Father the Flame (Movie)

Week 5 - Research and Writing

Discussion
Most Important Discovery
Response Post

Conference Paper and Recording

Read and Watch

Assignments

UHON 390 Conference Proceedings

Week 6 - Sharing with Digital Storytelling

Discussion
Final Reflection
Response Post

Digital Storytelling Exhibit
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Policies
Collegiality

You'll hear stories about cutthroat researchers in both the sciences
and the humanities, but the most successful researchers are the ones
who practice collegiality and build communities of care with other
researchers. Those are the ones who have coauthors and work well on
teams whether in the lab or when applying for grants. In this class, it is
important that you practice collegiality and purposefully support an
environment that fosters care and collaboration. This will be especially
important in the discussion forums where you support each other as
colleagues.

Late Work Policy
The assignment sequences are designed to promote your success on
later projects, so we need to follow the due dates as much as possible.
However, the purpose of this class is to support you as a researcher
and future professional, and project due dates are negotiable within
reason in the workplace. Communicate with me so we can work out a
research schedule that works for your project.

Communication
I want to hear from you, and I want you to succeed in this course and
as a researcher. If you have any questions or concerns about
assignments, topics, or your progress in the course, reach out to me.
Outside of office hours, email is the best way to contact me if you have
any questions or concerns. I will respond to all student emails within 24
hours (although on weekends and holidays it may take a little longer).
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Policies
Disability Accommodation

The University of South Dakota strives to ensure that physical
resources, as well as information and communication technologies, are
reasonably accessible to users in order to provide equal access to all.
Any student who feels s/he may need academic accommodations or
access accommodations based on the impact of a documented
disability should contact and register with Disability Services during the
first week of class or as soon as possible after the diagnosis of a
disability. Disability Services is the official office to assist students
through the process of disability verification and coordination of
appropriate and reasonable accommodations. Students currently
registered with Disability Services must obtain a new accommodation
memo each semester.

Please note: if your home institution is not the University of South
Dakota but one of the other South Dakota Board of Regents
institutions (e.g., SDSU, SDSMT, BHSU, NSU, DSU), you should work with
the disability services coordinator at your home institution.

Disability Services, The Commons Room 116
(605) 658-3745
Web Site: www.usd.edu/ds
Email: disabilityservices@usd.edu

Diversity and Inclusive Excellence
The University of South Dakota strives to foster a globally inclusive
learning environment where opportunities are provided for diversity to
be recognized and respected. To learn more about USD’s diversity and
inclusiveness initiatives, please visit the website for the Office of
Diversity.
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Policies

Freedom in Learning
Under Board of Regents and University policy, student academic
performance may be evaluated solely on an academic basis, not on
opinions or conduct in matters unrelated to academic standards.
Students should be free to take reasoned exception to the data or
views offered in any course of study and to reserve judgment about
matters of opinion, but they are responsible for learning the content of
any course of study for which they are enrolled. Students who believe
that an academic evaluation reflects prejudiced or capricious
consideration of student opinions or conduct unrelated to academic
standards should contact the dean of the college or school that offers
the class to initiate a review of the evaluation. 

Academic Integrity

Given a zero for that assignment.
Allowed to rewrite and resubmit the assignment for credit.
Assigned a reduced grade for the course.
Dropped from the course.
Failed in the course.

No credit can be given for a dishonest assignment. A student found to
have engaged in any form of academic dishonesty may, at the
discretion of the instructor, be:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Religious Practices
I strive to respect all religious practices. If you have a religious holiday
or practice that is in conflict with any of the requirements of this
course, please reach out to me so that we can make alternative
arrangements.



Resources
Student Handbook

For information about the university's technical, academic, and student
support services, as well as how to take advantage of these services,
please refer to the Online Student Handbook. This document also
contains important information pertaining to minimum technology
requirements, registration information, as well as other university
services and policies.

Writing Center
The USD Writing Center was established to provide assistance to
students in order to help them become better writers. It is available on
campus during regular business hours and online in the evenings.

Mental Health Resources
The Student Counseling Center, located in the Cook House on the
Southeast corner of campus, offers a variety of free mental health
services and resources to USD students. This can be an invaluable
resource when stress makes your work more challenging than it ought
to be. Request an appointment online or call 605-658-3580.

myUSD Portal
The myUSD Portal is your one-stop place for a majority of services
offered to any student taking a USD course—like this course. You can
access many services from the “Academics” tab in the portal, such as:
WebAdvisor, I.D. Weeks Library, etc.
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Media Attribution
Still Life with pipe and an Issue of the Courier Journal by Carolus
Brenner. Speed Art Museum, Public domain, via Wikimedia
Commons.
"Cigar Smoke" by Jeff Oien. CC BY-NC-ND 2.0.
"Smoking Pipe" by Fábio Ferreira.
"Old Books in the Shelf: by Jarmoluk. CC0.
"Steampunk Computer" by ChiefRanger. CC BY-SA 2.0
"Vintage Typewriter Concept" by Nurulanga.
"Cigar Gold Wood Match Noble Rich" by Wunderhase. CC0.
"Cigar and Cognac" by Anna Subbotina.
"Two Glasses of Whiskey and a Cigar" by anncapictures. CC0.
"Cigar Tobacco Havana" by jackmac34. CC0.
"Steampunk Clock" by prettysleepy1. CC0.
"Smoke Icon" by slebor. CC0.
"Leather Chair" by iv-serg.
"Warnings Re Smoking - St. Maarten" by RCraig09. CC BY-SA 4.0, via
Wikimedia Commons.
"Lucky Strike Cigarette Advertisement" by Hayden Hayden. Image
digitized by clotho98. CC BY-NC 2.0.
"Roses from Ashes" by kevron2001
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